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“Barring  a large and 
unexpected global or 
financial event... We 
expect asset flows into 
hedge funds of at least 
between $90 billion and 
$110 billion in 2015.”

eVestment 2015 
Hedge Fund 
Industry Outlook

Executive Summary

eVestment’s 2015 Hedge Fund Industry Outlook highlights data-driven predictions of hedge fund trends 

for the upcoming year. A few key points include:

• Barring a large and unexpected global or financial event, hedge funds are positioned for another year 

of solid growth as institutional investors seek to gain alternative exposures to traditional equity and 

fixed income markets. We expect asset flows into hedge funds of at least between $90 billion and $110 

billion in 2015.

• We predict continued flows into equity focused strategies, although those flows will likely be below the 

8.6% growth rate ($78 billion) YTD seen in 2014.

• Credit strategies will likely see growth similar to that of2014, which is below its accelerated growth 

period of 2012-2013; however distressed, a subset of credit, is poised to see more than the $9 billion 

in inflows they experienced in 2014 as opportunities in certain market segments (US energy, Europe) 

present themselves.

• Multi-strategy hedge funds appear headed for another good year in 2015, with flows that may surpass 

the $48 billion YTD they saw in 2014 as their diversity makes them a natural preference for long-term 

institutional assets coming from traditional strategies.

• Macro and managed futures fund flows will likely continue to lag other major market segments with 

continued consolidation of AUM among the most institutional tailored strategies and further winnowing 

among small to mid-size systematic funds.
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“When it comes to its 
growth, and where that 
growth will be greatest, 
the hedge fund industry 
tends to face a 
dominant short-term 
and long-term 
influence.”

eVestment 2015 
Hedge Fund 
Industry Outlook

Comprehensive Data Drives Predictions

With information on over $22 trillion of traditional, institutional strategy assets and an additional $2 trillion 
of alternative fund assets reported into our datasets, eVestment has a unique perspective on the asset 
management industry and the movement of assets across it. Having a holistic view allows us to 
understand how trends within any one segment derive from trends across the entire industry. This 
relationship guides our outlook of the hedge fund industry heading into 2015.

When it comes to its growth, and where that growth will be greatest, the hedge fund industry tends to 
face a dominant short-term and long-term influence. There is consistent evidence to suggest returns 
influence fund specific flows in the near-term (2-6 months), while allocation preferences and asset class 
rotation within institutional  investors’  portfolios  have  become  the  dominant  long-term influence on 
industry and strategy-level growth. If we can understand how these short- and long-term influences 
manifest themselves, then we can patch together a reasonable view of the future. 
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“The logical question 
then is: Will institutional 
investors maintain 
investment and continue 
to allocate more to 
hedge funds in 2015, 
and if so, at what rate?”

Hedge Fund Assets to Grow in 2015 as Institutional 
Investors Seek Alternatives
Entering 2014, we believed the demand for hedge fund products would surpass that of 2013. Through 
November 2014, investors allocated 80% more to hedge funds than in the full twelve months of 2013, 
over $112 billion. This represents not only the largest inflows into the industry on an absolute basis 
since 2007, but also surpasses 2010 on a rate-of-growth basis. To understand why this happened, 
particularly  when  “the  industry”  was  broadly  described  as  “underperforming”  in  2013,  we  need  to  
recognize that the long-term trend, driven by institutional portfolio allocation decisions, determines the 
industry’s  growth,  while  performance  determines  the  near-term distribution of those assets.

The logical question then is: Will institutional investors maintain their investments and continue to 
allocate more to hedge funds in 2015, and if so, at what rate? The short answer is yes, barring a major 
financial market event, they will. If a major market event were to take place, then only the most 
defensive asset classes would gain new assets in the very short-term. The variation of flows over a 
longer horizon, which would be based upon new valuations across many asset classes as determined by 
whatever the specific event might be, is nearly impossible to predict. While there are many differing 
opinions on the valuations of securities and assets across the world, there are few who believe a major 
market event is imminent, so we will operate under those assumptions, but with keeping what a truly 
adverse scenario could look like in our back pocket.

So what will drive the flow of assets into hedge funds in 2015? The same influences which drove growth 
in 2012 ($25 billion), 2013 ($62 billion) and 2014 ($112 billion); the desire from institutional investors to 
gain alternative exposures to traditional equity and fixed income markets in the face of rising equity 
market valuations, compressed spreads and low interest rates. 
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“If only a fraction of the 
traditional flow is 
directed into the 
alternatives space, then 
the hedge fund industry 
has the support it needs 
for another positive 
year.”

Here is a useful example to think through the influence of global institutional portfolios on the potential 
flow of assets into alternative strategies and hedge funds. US equity markets rose by roughly 50% in the 
last two years and traditional US equity strategies account for about 25% of traditional portfolio 
allocations. Without a major investment policy shift, over time those excess gains will be reallocated 
elsewhere. A natural preference would be to diversify globally and to gain flexible exposures to similar 
markets and this is exactly what has taken place. Nearly $300 billion in 2013 and $170 billion in 2014 
were removed from traditional US equity exposure and alternative equity hedge funds have received $94 
billion since the beginning of 2013.

The long-term commitment of this redistributable capital is not an immediate process. If only a fraction 
of the traditional flow is directed into the alternatives space, then the hedge fund industry has the 
support it needs for another positive year. Since the event scenarios seem to favor the defensive 
minded,  the  industry  (and  it’s  roughly  55%  net  long  average  equity  exposure)  appears  set  for  another  
strong year in 2015. Here, however, is where the long-term trends meet the short-term influences to 
determine how quickly assets will flow in and where they will go. 
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“Multi-strategy hedge 
funds appear to be 
headed for another 
lucrative year in 2015.”

Equity (event/activist), Credit (distressed, special 
situations) and Multi-Strategy Funds to Shine in 2015
Entering 2014, we believed the redistribution of traditional long-only equity gains would manifest in 
equity hedge fund inflows, while the long run of large inflows into credit strategies would not be 
supported to the extent they had been during the prior two years. These forecasts generally went as 
expected in 2014, with equity-focused hedge funds receiving nearly $80 billion and credit strategies just 
over $36 billion, the latter accounting for slightly more than half its prior year inflow. In 2015, with 
verbiage from the US central bank indicating a possible rate increase, thereby requiring greater flexibility 
to successfully generate returns in fixed income universes, and equity returns expected to be below the 
pace of the last two year run, we expect these two segments to normalize with each other in terms of 
investor interest.

While there is a lot of institutional money to be redistributed away from US equity exposure, the current 
environment seems to favor portfolio policy shifts as well. While we expect the continuation of flows into 
equity focused strategies (event, activist, long/short), they will likely be to a lesser degree than 2014. 
Credit strategies are faced with their own set of difficult circumstances, primarily the string of negative 
returns produced to end 2014. Because of this, it is difficult to see a meaningful increase in the rate of 
flows over 2014 into the credit universe in the near term, with the exception perhaps being into 
distressed ($9 billion of inflow in 2014) and special situation funds where opportunities appear to be 
rising in certain market segments (US energy, Europe). 

If equity and credit fund flows combined are less than 2014, and we believe flows will be within the 
range of 2013/2014 averages, then where else will money head? If traditional strategy flows for the last 
two years, along with a dominant trend in hedge fund inflows are a useful guide, then multi-strategy 
hedge funds appear to be headed for another good year in 2015. In the last two years, global balanced 
strategies have been investor favorites from traditional asset managers and multi-strategy hedge funds 
have had positive investor interest nearly every month of that span. The  group’s  diversity  makes  them  a  
natural preference for traditional dollars rotating into the hedge fund industry and allocations at the rate 
seen in 2014 will likely continue.
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“One  big question mark 
remains about where 
assets will be distributed 
across the hedge fund 
industry in 2015; the 
fate of global macro and 
managed futures 
strategies.”

Global Macro, Managed Futures Strategies to See 
Challenges
One big question mark remains about where assets will be distributed across the hedge fund industry in 
2015; the fate of global macro and managed futures strategies. The two have faced persistent 
redemptions for each of the last two years, with negative sentiment enduring longer for managed 
futures funds. While the long-term trend has been positive for equity, credit and multi-strategy hedge 
funds, these two aforementioned segments, at the aggregate level, have not taken part in the growth 
enjoyed by their peers. 

We know there is demand for global tactical allocation products offered by traditional managers from 
institutional investors, the closest traditional universe to global macro strategies. eVestment’s Asset 
Flows shows institutional investors have allocated nearly $ 80 billion to GTAA products in the last two 
years, more than any other segment except global fixed income, and ahead of emerging markets and 
global equity. Producing industry leading returns in the final months of 2014, and entering 2015 with an 
elevated level of global economic/political uncertainty (which makes less correlated strategies more 
popular), should at least bring macro and managed futures funds into the conversation.

What is less in their favor is that systematic, derivatives-focused strategies are not a clear replacement 
for any traditional strategy, or market exposure for institutional investors. This is likely the primary 
reason the long-term trend of industry-wide inflows has not lifted the group in aggregate and will likely 
continue to weigh on these universes. A potential long-term outcome is that proven, institutional-quality 
operations in the managed futures space will maintain assets and likely enjoy greater capital raising 
success in 2015 than in recent years, while the remainder will fight for assets with many funds doomed 
to fail. In the end this will result in a stronger, if not more homogenized set of strategies that can then 
develop into a marketable universe to institutional investors.

Global macro strategies will likely endure a similar fate, but with less carnage along the way due to the 
existence of fewer mid-sized systematic strategies and a higher concentration of institutional quality 
firms. The universe of macro funds will likely see inflows sooner and in greater size than their managed 
futures peers in 2015, but will likely lag at the aggregate level behind credit, equity and multi-strategy 
funds.
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“The hedge fund 
industry is, barring the 
occurrence of an outlier 
event, well positioned 
for another year of solid 
growth.”

Conclusion
The hedge fund industry is, barring the occurrence of an outlier event, well positioned for another year 
of solid growth. The roles of hedge funds, and the expectations of their results, have become better 
defined  for  institutional  investors’  portfolios.  While there will always be investors for whom certain 
strategies do not fit within their scope or scale, the global institutional investment landscape dwarfs any 
one participant. With long-term trends in place and the future of global markets ever uncertain, hedge 
funds will continue to evolve into an institutional staple, with some casualties and great successes along 
the way.
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COMPANY DESCRIPTION
eVestment provides a flexible suite of easy-to-use, cloud 
based solutions to help global investors and their 
consultants select investment managers, enable asset 
managers to successfully market their funds world wide and 
assist clients to identify and capitalize on global investment 
trends.

With the largest, most comprehensive global database of 
traditional and alternative strategies, delivered through 
leading-edge technology and backed by fantastic client 
service, eVestment helps its clients be more strategic, 
efficient and informed.

For more industry research visit:
www.evestment.com/resources/research-reports

For more on eVestment’s research platform visit:  
www.evestment.com/products/research

Important Notice:  The information presented here is for information 
purposes only.  This information is not investment advice nor is it a 
solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities mentioned in this 
report.      The  information  presented  is  provided  “as-is”  and  all  
representations and warranties, express or implied (by common law, 
statute or otherwise) are hereby expressly disclaimed to the fullest extent 
of the law.  Without limiting the foregoing, eVestment and its affiliates 
disclaim the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a 
particular purpose and make no warranty as to the accuracy, 
completeness or reliability of this information.  eVestment assumes no 
liability for any consequence relating directly or indirectly to any action or 
inaction taken based on this information.
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